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Abstract 
The system of linear differential equations of the 4th order has been written subsequently for all the plane strain spans of a multi-
span elastic bar with regard to accurate geometric and static matching conditions in the areas between the spans, and it is solved 
with the numerical method of the 8th order of accuracy previously suggested by the authors and based on the application of a 
fundamentally new interpolation procedure. It is carried out only by the joints with the interval of integration which enables to 
avoid the need to execute off-standard transformations connected with the exclusion of additional unknowns from the obtained 
system of nonlinear algebraic equations as a result of interpolation – as it is recommended in the well-known Handbook on 
Mathematics when using the traditional techniques of interpolation.  
The explicit solution results of the test problem on the stress-strain state (SSS) are given for a three-span compressed bent bar.  
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICIE 2016. 
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A bar is the simplest and most widely used element of various structures and constructions that is why numerous 
studies have been devoted to the problem of determining its critical state and stress-strain state under the conditions 
of combined bending and compression, starting with the original works of Euler [1-14]. 
There are works devoted to the study of critical state and stress-strain state of particular bars with non-classical 
conditions of end fixing at supports [15], at large displacements [16-18], as well as with regard to post-critical state 
of a bar and plastic properties of the material [19-25]. A detailed review of the methods aimed at solving the 
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problems of the combined bending and compression of bars, plates and shells is given, for example, in the 
monograph of V.G. Zubchaninov [26]. 
The present paper suggests an original method and program for accurate calculation of the critical load and the 
determination of the internal stresses in multi-span compressed-bent elastic bars on the basis of the numerical 
solution of the corresponding system of 4th-order differential equations in the linear statement. Since in the process 
of operation the bar material usually works in the elastic range, then accurate stress-strain state determination for a 
construction’s bar element which has already been designed or put into service is one of the possible significant 
applications of the developed program.  
The differential equilibrium equation for i-th span of a vertical multi-span bar can be written in the form [26] 
( ) - ( ) 0IVi i i i ii iEI x w N w q xcc  ,   (1) 
where i=1 for the lower span, and the index of the intermediate support coincides with the index of the span 
downward to it.  
The following designations are adopted: li, EIi are the length and the bending stiffness of bar span, qi is the 
distributed transverse load Fi ,Mi, Ni are the external horizontal point force, moment and point compressive force in 
i-th support section respectively, ei is the eccentricity of ǻNi force application, ki, mi are the stiffness coefficients of 
linear and angular elastic constraints respectively. These constraints appear due to the influence of, for example, 
cross-bars located in the intermediate nodes along the bar length.  
Let us designate the values of the displacement function of the initial (when xi=0) and the final (when xi=l) points 
of the i-th span axis as wi,b and wi,e respectively. Taking into account these designations, the conjugacy conditions of 
i-th and (i+1)-th spans can have the following form (fig. 1): 
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Fig. 1. Load and elastic constraints of intermediate node of multi-span bar. 
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For the simultaneous solution of the differential equations system, it is necessary that they have the same region 
of integration, the length of which will be designated as l0. Then at the span (at the segment) with the length li we 
will have the expressions for derivatives: 
0/ / ,i id dx d dx D    
2 2 2 2 2
0/ / ,i i id dx d dx D    
3 3 3 3 3
0/ / ,i i id dx d dx D    
where 0 / .i il lD    
With the regard to the adopted designations, for i-th span the equation (1) and the boundary conditions (2) can be 
represented in the same form and programmed on the basis of the minimal quantity of initial parameters determining 
the stress-strain state of multi-span compressed-bent elastic bar working in one plane. 
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In these equations, the independent variable x varies within the range l0. 
Naturally, the action of the compressive force ǻNi with the eccentricity ei in the analytic model can be replaced 
with an additional centrally-exerted force ǻNi and external moment ǻNiei, which should be accounted within Ni. 
As a test example, solely for the purpose of the accuracy evaluation of the numerical solution of equations, let us 
calculate the critical load and determine the stress-strain state of three-span compressed-bent bar (fig. 2) (in the 
given example, the length l0 is adopted to be equal to 100 cm.). 
The initial data for the analysis: 
1-st span: length l1=400cm, bending stiffness EI1=5.4·107kN·cm2, intensity of distributed transverse load 
q1=1.0kN/cm; 
2-nd span: l2=300cm, EI2=4·107kN·cm2, q2=0.5kN/cm; 
3-rd span: l3=200cm, EI3=3·107kN·cm2, q3=0; 
1-st support: compressive force N1, stiffness coefficients of linear and angular elastic constraints  k1=106kN/cm, 
m1=103kN·cm, respectively; 
2-nd support: N2=0.5N1, k2=5·105kN/cm, F2=-100kN; 
3-rd support: K3=5·105kN/cm, F3=100kN, M3=500kN·cm. 
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Fig. 2. Analytical model of three-span bar. 
For the given problem, applying the adopted designations, it is possible to write the resolving system of 
differential equations and the conjugacy conditions between the spans in the following form: 
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The boundary conditions in the lower and upper sections are: 
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The computer program suggested in the given paper, aimed at calculating the critical load and determining the 
internal stresses in elastic multi-span compressed-bent bars was developed for the solution of systems of ordinary 
integro-differential equations [27] applying the previously suggested numerical method of arbitrary high order, and 
functions in automatic mode. It means that to obtain the result in the form of tables of displacement functions, their 
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derivatives, bending moments and transverse forces, it is necessary to prepare only the numerical parameters of 
multi-span elastic bar, i.e. the values determining the characteristics of spans and supports in the pre-set table form. 
Here, as previously suggested by the author [28] the feature of the original method for the solution of highly non-
linear integro-differential equations is used which allows applying the interpolation procedure only on the nodes 
within the interval of integration and avoiding the necessity to carry out non-standard transformations aimed at 
excluding additional variables from the non-linear algebraic equations system obtained through the interpolation, as 
it is recommended, for example, in [31] when the existing interpolation methods are applied.  
For the successful functioning of a trial version of the program, the bar under analysis should meet the following 
conditions: 
1. external compressive forces are considered to be known and can be set only at the support sections;  
2. the number of spans should not exceed 9; 
3. at every span, the bending stiffness along the bar axis is considered to be constant; 
4. there can be linear and angular elastic constraints in the intermediate support sections, external point 
horizontal forces and bending moments can also act in them. 
For the three-span bar given above, the initial data have the following form: 
Table 1. Characteristics of spans. 
ʋ Length of span, cm Bending stiffness, 
kHcm2 
Lateral load, kH/cm 
1 400 5.4·107 1.0 
2 300 4.0·107 0.5 
3 200 3.0·107 0.0 
Table 2. Characteristics of intermediate supports. 
ʋ  External transverse 
force, kH 
External moment, kHcm  Stiffness of linear 
constraint, kH/cm 
Stiffness of angular 
constraint, kH/cm 
Axial force, kH 
1 0 0 106 1000 2000 
2 -100 0 5·105 0 1000 
3 100 500 5·105 0 0 
 
The method for the critical force calculation for a particular bar, previously suggested in our papers [29,30], 
which is based on the numerical solution of non-uniform differential equation of the 4-th order is characterized by 
the fact that close to the critical load point a well-known effect can be seen when displacements increase 
significantly and their direction changes upon passing this point, while the calculated value of critical force does not 
depend on the transverse load applied. In the test example described above, the critical value of the compressive 
force in the three-span bar was obtained to be equal to N2*=0.5N1*=2882.5kN. 
To evaluate the accuracy of the calculation of internal stresses (bending moment and transverse force) in the bar 
when external compressive and transverse loads act, let us calculate these values applying the suggested program, 
for example, in the lower fixing section (fig. 3) in two ways. 
The 1-st way implies the application of the known ratios between these stresses and the second and third 
derivatives of the displacement function, which are obtained as a result of the solution of the differential equations 
system. Taking into account the adopted designations, it is possible to write 
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The second way implies the application of the equilibrium conditions of preset external forces and the response 
stresses from elastic constraints which are linearly dependent on the calculated displacements. According to fig. 3 
we will have 
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Table 3 represents the results of the internal stresses calculation in the bar’s lower fixing at the above-set 
transverse load for various values of the axial force N2(N1=2N2) for various number of interpolation nodes in the 
spans nx.  
 
Table 3. Comparative values of stresses in bar embedding 
Number of nodes in 
span, nx  
Stresses N2=0 N2=1000 N2=2000 N2=2880 
 
 
11 
.
1 , ,
I n t
bM ɤ ɇ ɫ ɦ 15660.53036 20441.22870 34772.675653 9174254. 
.
1 , ,
E x t
bM ɤ ɇ ɫ ɦ  15660.53038 20441.22871 34772.675653 9174258. 
.
1 , ,
I n t
bQ ɤ ɇ  -217.4525411 -224.1143865 -244.1626760 -12918.80744 
.
1 , ,
E x t
bQ ɤ ɇ  -217.4525410 -224.1143867 -244.1626761  -12918.80750 
7 .
1 , ,
I n t
bM ɤ ɇ ɫ ɦ 15660.53036 20440. 34738.84 4304511. 
5 .
1 , ,
I n t
bM ɤ ɇ ɫ ɦ 15660.53036 20521. 35917.48 -366614. 
 
The numerical data given in Table 3 proves the high accuracy of the calculations carried out through the 
suggested method determining the critical force and internal stresses in a compressed-bent elastic bar with more than 
one span. Evidently, even with the number of nodes within a span nx=5, the accuracy of the bending moments 
calculation does not exceed several percents, but when the compressive force approaches its critical value, the sign 
of the moment changes to the opposite one before the compressive force reaches the value of Nkp due to error 
increase caused by the small value of nx. 
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